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Yes, learning French can be fun for your child!  Developed by language-learning expert Catherine

Bruzzone, the French for Children program is a fun and effective way for your child to learn the

French language and culture. This introduction gets your son or daughter speaking French right

from the very beginning and keeps him or her engaged with a wide range of activities and games

that keep language-learning fun.A complete program, this package features: A full-color illustrated

guidebook that features cartoons, characters, and fun facts Three audio CDs that guide your child

through the course and teach language through a combination of French-language songs, games,

and activities An activity book filled with interactive puzzles and games that reinforce new language

skills Advice for you on helping your kid get the most out of thelanguage-learning experience Free

print and audio downloads Topics include: Saying hello, Saying "yes" and "no", Saying where

places are, Talking about family, Around the house, Saying what you like to do, Describing things,

At the zoo, At a picnic, Happy Birthday!
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Catherine Bruzzone has more than 20 years experience teaching languages to children and

developing innovative language-learning programs.

After receiving this, I sat down with my boys and tried to start the course. I guess my Type A



personality thought that the CD would go along with the book sequentially. I am fluent in French so I

understood what they were saying, but I think you need to actually see the words on a screen (or in

the book) at the same time. I wish this was a DVD, and I wish it went along with the book more

clearly. Thankfully this didn't cost alot. I will likely find something else in DVD format for now and

come back to this when I can hold their attention better.

I love this book with the 3 CD's, great way to learn French, lots of audio including songs, lots of fun

games and activities. This is the best French book I have gotten so far. The workbook that goes

with it, is not much, I probably wont use it, it has around 16 pages, but the book that goes with it has

around 73 pages, the book is nice, all the pages are in color and has a lot of fun learning inside.I am

an adult learning French and I wanted to do it in a fun easy way. I also purchased the book I can

read & Speak in Frency by Maurice Hazan this book is really good too. Each word in the book is a

picture and you use the pictures to speak your sentences. Im glad I purchased both of these

items!These books would also be great for young children who want to learn French.

I was extremely impressed with this program for teaching young children French. When I began

homeschooling my granddaughter, I decided to include a foreign language. Since I had taken

French in college, I thought it would be a wonderful experience for her. The lessons are straight

forward and the CD's are absolutely wonderful. All of the activities are fun for her to do and learning

French is not a difficult task. She loves her French lessons and enjoys practicing it while listening to

the lesson. I strongly urge anyone who want to expand their children's learning experience to

include a foreign language to definitely purchase this product. I love teaching it and she loves

learning it.

I bought this for myself and two daughters, ages 6 and 3. We play the CD's while doing art or

cooking. We don't do the written exercises, but they are great too, probably best for ages 7+. In the

first listening, about an hour while doing art, we learned how to say, "What is your name, my name

is". The songs are catchy and fun. They are played a few times during the lesson, so they really sink

in. We are learning slowly and playfully, but a dedicated student could move fast with these. Highly

recommended!

This French language for children course is excellent. It is very entertaining for my kids (7 and 9

years old) and really holds their attention, which is what I look for with any educational aids. The



songs are catchy, the pictures and colors that the book uses are captivating, and the amount of

vocabulary is considerable. I highly recommend it!

Having fun learning French with my daughter

We have been working with this two weeks. It allows the kids to self teach and it not demanding. I

enjoy it with them. we wanted something to see if we should pursue French at all. This is certainly

allowed them to see if they like French

I purchased this product for my son, age 7. He was tired of the "Muzzy" immersion method as that is

dated and he felt the story was geared towards younger children. This is well thought-out for

children. There are games that can be played over and over in them. Cutting out pictures and

pasting them elsewhere keeps him involved, and he enjoys the songs. We have incorporated many

of the words and phrases into his everyday conversation. I strongly recommend this product to

anyone considering it, especially grade school children.
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